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 ABSTRACT :In: this: paper, an: eco-epidemiological: prey – predator: model: is: proposed: for: study . The: model: 

includes: SI infectious: disease: in: prey: which: is: transmitted: by: external: source: and: the: contact: between: the: 

susceptible: and: infected: species: involving: the: harvesting: on: the: infected: prey, and: SIS disease: in: predator: species: 

which: is: spread: by: contact: between: susceptible: individuals: and: infected: individuals. The: epidemics: cannot: 

transmitted: from: prey: to predator: by: predation: or: conversely. Two: types: of: functional: response: for: describing: the: 

predation: as: well: as: linear: incidence: for: describing: the: transition: of:  disease: are: used, the: model: is: proposed: 

and: analyzed. Based: on: the: assumption: above, all: possible: equilibrium: points: are: analyzed: quantitatively: by: 

mathematical: methods. The: locally: and: globally: dynamics: of: the: model: are: presented, also the effect: of: the: disease: 

and: harvest: on: the: dynamics: of: the: system: is: discussed: using: numerical: simulation.  
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1 INTRODUCTION    
     Mathematicians: and: biologists, including: medical: 

scientists, have: achieved: many: successes: through out: 

history: in their: work: together. In: the: life: sciences, 

advanced: mathematical: results: were: used. Examples: are: 

given: by: the: development: of: stochastic processes: and: 

statistical: methods: to: solve a variety: of: population: 

problems: in: demography, epidemics: and: genetics, ecology, 

and: most: joint: work: between biologists, physicists, 

chemists: and engineers: involves synthesis: and: analysis: of: 

mathematical: structures. Pythagoras, Aristotle, Fibonacci, 

Cardano, Bernoulli, Euler, Fourier, Laplace, Gauss, von 

Helmholtz, Riemann, Einstein, Thompson, Turing, Wiener, 

von Neumann, Thom, and Keller are names associated with 

both significant applications of mathematics: to: life: science: 

problems: and: significant: developments: in: mathematics: 

motivated: by the: life: sciences [1]. 

     Prey-predator: models: are: of: great: interest: to: 

researchers: in: mathematics: and: ecology: because: they: 

deal: with: environmental: problems: such: as: community’s 

morbidity: and: how: to: control it, optimal: harvest: policy: 

to: sustain: a community, and other [2]. 

      Mathematical: models: predation: are: amongst the: 

oldest: in ecology. The: Italian: mathematician: Volterra: is: 

said: to have: developed: his: ideas: about: predation: from 

watching: the: rise: and: fall: of Adriatic: fishing: fleets. 

When: fishing was good, the: number: of fishermen: 

increased, drawn: by the: success: of others. After: a time, 

the: fish: declined, perhaps: due: to over-harvest, and then: 

the: number: of fishermen: also: declined. After: some: time, 

the: cycle: repeated [3].  

    The: dynamic: relationship: between: predators: and: their: 

prey: has: long: been: and: will: continue: to be: one: of: the: 

dominant: themes: in: both: ecology: and: mathematical: 

ecology: due: to: its: universal: existence: and: importance. 

    On: other: hand, the: term: epidemiology: deals: with the: 

study: of the: spread: of diseases: in species. It: is: well: 

known: that: when: the: infected: individual: still: infective: 

and: the: susceptible: individual: still: susceptible: for all: the: 

time, the: disease: is: called: SI: disease. However, when: the: 

infection: does: not: leads: to immunity, so: that: infective: 

becomes: susceptible: again: after recovery, the: disease: is: 

called: SIS: disease. Finally, when: infective: has: permanent:  

immunity: after recover, the: disease: is: called: SIR: disease. 

Further, after: the: pioneering: work: of: Kermack: _ 

Mckendrick [4] which is: based: on: classical: susceptible, 

infected, recovered model, the: field: of epidemiology: has: 

come: into sight: and: recovered: a lot: of attention: from the: 

researches [5,6]. 

     Moreover,  whereas: many: diseases: are: transmitted: in: 

the: species: not: only: through: contact,   but also: directly: 

from: environment, Majeed: and: Shawka [7] studied: prey:-

predator: model: involving: SI and: SIS: infectious: disease: 

in: prey: population: and: the: disease: transmitted: within: 

the: same: species: by: contact: and: external: source. In: 

addition:  to: Khalaf: and: et.al [8] , considered: and: studied: 

prey:-predator: model: involving: SIS: infectious: disease: in: 

prey: population: this: disease: passed: from: a prey: to: 

predator: through: attacking: of: predator: to: prey: and: the: 

disease: transmitted: within: the: same: species: by: contact: 

and: external: source, while: Naji: and: Mustafa: [9] , 

proposed: and: analyzed: a prey:-predator: model: involving: 

SI: infectious: disease: in: prey: and: the: disease: transmitted: 

within: the: same: species: by: contact.   

        Bairagi: et.al [10] studied: prey:-predator: model: with: 

harvest: and: disease , and: they: assumed:   hat: the: harvest: 

can: remove: a parasite .     

     A functional: response: in: ecology: is: the: intake: rate: 

of: a consumer: as: a function: of: food: density: (the: 

amount: of: food available: in: a given: ecotype). It: is: 

associated: with: the: numerical: response, which: is: the: 

reproduction: rate: of: a consumer: as a function: of: food: 

density. Following:  Holling, functional: responses: are: 
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generally: classified: into: three types, which: are: called: 

Holling's type: I, II, and III [11]. 

         Ali [12]. studied: prey:-predator: model: involving: SI: 

infectious: disease: in: prey: and: predator: population: with: 

harvesting: and: the: disease: transmitted: within: the: same: 

species: by: contact .   

     In: this: article, an: eco-epidemiological: mathematical: 

system: consisting: of: prey:-predator: model: involving: SI: 

disease: in: prey: with: harvesting: in: infectious: prey: 

population: and: SIS: disease: in: predator: population: is: 

proposed. Moreover, in: this: system, the: susceptible: 

predator: consumes: the: susceptible: prey: according: to: 

Holling: type: II: response: function: and: consumes: the: 

infected: prey: according: to:  linear: type: of:  functional: 

response , while: the: infected: predator: attack: the: infected: 

prey: only: linearly:  as: well: as: linear: incidence: rate: for: 

describing: the: transition: of: diseases: are: used .   

 

2    Mathematical: Model: 

     In: this: section, an: eco:-epidemiological: model: is: 

proposed: for: study. The: model: consists: of: a prey, whose: 

total: population: density: at: time:   is: denoted: by     , 
interacting: with: predator: whose: total: population: at: time: 

  is: denoted: by      . It: is: assumed: that: both: the: prey: 

and: the: predator: populations: are: infected: by: different: 

infectious: diseases. Now, the: following: assumptions: are: 

adopted: in: formulating: the: basic: eco-epidemiology: 

model: 

1-There: is: an:     type:of: epidemic: disease: in: prey: and: 

   - type: of: epidemic: disease:  the: predator: 

population’s,     epidemic: disease: divides: the: prey: 

population: into: two: classes: namely:       that: represents: 

the: density: of: susceptible: prey: at: time:   and:        
which: represents: the density: of: infected: prey: at: time  . 

Therefore: at: any: time: T, we have                 . 
on other: hand:     epidemic: disease: also: divides: the: 

predator: population: into: two: classes: namely       : that: 

represents: the: density: of: susceptible: predator: at: time:   

and       which represents the density: of: infected: predator: 

at: time   . Therefore: at: any: time: T, we: have       
              
2-It: is: assumed: that: only: susceptible: prey: S1 is: capable: 

of: reproducing: in: logistically: with carrying: capacity: k > 0 

and: intrinsic: growth: rate: constant: r > 0, the: infected: 

prey: I1   is: removed: before: having: the: possibility: of: 

reproducing. However, the: infected: prey: population: I1 still: 

contribute: with: S1 to: population: growth: toward: the: 

carrying: capacity. 

3-The: disease: is: transmitted: within: the: same: species: by: 

contact: with: an: infected: individual: at: infection: rates: 

      and       for: the: prey: and: predator: 

respectively. In: addition , there: is: an external: source: of: 

disease: causes: incidence: with: the: disease: within: the: 

specific: population: at: an external: infection: rate:      
4-The: disease: disappear:and:infected: individuals: become: 

susceptible: again: in: the: predator: at recover: rate:     

5-The: susceptible: predator: consumes: the: susceptible: and: 

infected: prey: according: to: Holling: type-II and: Lotka:-

Volterra: of: functional: response: with: maximum: attack: 

rate:       and: half: saturation: rate      for: 

susceptible: prey  , and:   maximum: attack: rate:      for: 

infected: prey , while: the: infected: predator: consume: the: 

infected: prey: only: according: to: Lotka:-Volterra: of 

functional: response: with: maximum: attack: rate:      . 

However: the constants    ; i=1,2,3  represent: the: 

conversion: rates.      

6-In: the: absence: of: the: prey: the: susceptible: and: 

infected: predator: decay: exponentially: with natural: death: 

rate      .  

7-The disease may causes death with a constant death rate      
for the prey while           represent the natural death for 

prey. 

8-Finally, the: infected: prey: is: harvest: with: constant: rate: 

          
  According: to: the: above: assumptions, the: proposed: 

mathematical: model: can: be: represented:     

mathematically: by: the: following: set: of: first: order: non-

linear: differential: equations, while: the: block: diagram: of: 

this: model: can: be: illustrated: in: figure: (2.1). 
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Fig. (2.1): Block: diagram: for: prey:-predator: model: given: by: system: (2.1) 

Note: that: the: above: proposed: model: has: seventeen 

parameters: which: makes: the: mathematical: analysis: of: 

the: system: difficult. So: in: order: to: reduce: the: 

number: of: parameters: and: determine: which: parameter: 

represents: the: control: parameter, the: following: 

dimensionless: variables: are: used: 

         
  
 
     

  
 
      

  
 
    

   

 
   

Then: system: (2.1) can: be: written: in: the: following: 

dimensionless: form: 
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Represent: the: dimensionless: parameter: of: system: 

(2.2). It: is: observed: that: the:   number: of:   parameters: 

have:   been:   reduced:   from: seventeen:   in: the: system: 

(2.1) to: fifteen: in: the: system: (2.2). 

 Since: the: density: of any: species: cannot: be: negative, 

therefore: we: will: solve: system: (2.2) with the: 

following: initial: condition        0,       ,       
  and          
It: is: easy: to: verify: that: all: the: interaction: functions: 

  ,   ,     and     on: the: right: hand: side: of system: (2.2) 

are: continuous: and: have: continuous: partial: derivatives: 

on:   
  with: respect: to: dependent: variables:    ,   ,   and  

 . Accordingly: they: are: Lipschitzian: functions: and: 

hence: system: (2.2) has: a unique: solution: for: each: 

non-negative: initial: condition. Further: the: boundedness: 

of: the: system: is: shown: in: the: following: theorem. 

Theorem (2.1): All: the: solutions: of system:         
which: initiate: in   

  are: uniformly: bounded. 

Proof.  

          Let                       be: any: solution: of: the: 

system: (2.2) with: non:-negative: initial: 

condition                       . According: to: the: 

first: equation of: system: (2.2) we: have:  
  

  
         

Clearly: according: to: the: theory: of: differential: 

inequality, we: get:  

                . Define: the: function:  

                                                
Therefore,     

𝐼𝑛𝑓𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑦 𝐼  𝑆𝑢𝑠𝑐𝑒𝑝𝑡𝑖𝑏𝑙𝑒 𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑜𝑟 𝑆  

𝐼𝑛𝑓𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑜𝑟 𝐼  

𝑆𝑢𝑠𝑐𝑒𝑝𝑡𝑖𝑏𝑙𝑒 𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑦 𝑆  
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  . 

Now, since: the: conversion: rate: constant: from: prey: 

population: to: predator: population: can’t be: exceeding: 

the: maximum: predation: rate: constant: of: predator: 

population: to: prey: population, hence: from: the: 

biological: point: of: view, always              <    

and           , hence: it: is: obtained: that:  
   

  
                   

 D     {                             
                         }   
Now, by: using: the: comparison: theorem [13]   on: the: 

above: differential: inequality, we: get: that: 

      
 

 
 (      

 

 
)            

Thus            
 

 
 as    . Hence: all: the: 

solutions: of: system:       are: uniformly:  

Bounded: and: the: proof: is: complete:    

 

   Existence: of: equilibrium: points: 

 

      In: the: following, the: conditions: for: the: existence: 

of: all: possible: equilibrium: points: of the: system: (2.2) 

are: discussed. System: (2.2) results: in: the: following: 

seven: equilibrium: points. 

1) The: vanishing: equilibrium: point                    

always: exist.    

2)  The: disease:-predator: free: equilibrium: point: 

       ̂           , where 

          ̂                                                           
  Note: that: equation           is: a positive, provided: that: 

                                                                   
 

3) The: predator: - free: equilibrium: point:     
  ̅   ̅         exists: if: and: only: if: there: is: a 

positive: solution: to: the: following: set: of: 

equations: 

                                        
                                          
From: equation:         we: have, 

                                                
Now, by: substituting: equation:        in: equation: 
       we: get:  
   

                                                    
where : 

A1=              
A2=                                  
A3= (1  (     ))        
Note: that: by: using: Descartes: rule: of: sign: 

equation         has: a unique: positive: root: namely  

   ̅  provided: that:         which: is: holds: by: 

condition: (2.2b).     

Substituting: the: value: of: y in:         yield: that:   x( ̅) 

=  ̅ which: is: positive: if: the: following: condition: hold: 

(1    )  ̅    (     ) < 1                                                                                                                                                               

4) The: disease:- free: equil ibrium: point  

     ̇    ̇    exists: if: and: only: if: there: is: a 

positive: solution: to: the: following: set: of: equations:  

 

               
   

    
 = 0                    

     

    
                                                     

From: equation:         we: have, 

 ̇  
     

        
                                                   

Note: that:  ̇ is:positive:provided:that::the:following: 

condition: holds: 

                                                             
Now, by: substituting: equation:        in: equation: 

       we: get: 

   ̇    
    ̇

   
       ̇         )                    

Note: that:  ̇  is: a positive: if: in: addition: to: 

condition:        the: following: condition:holds  

       ̇                                                 
 

5) The: infected:-predator: free: equilibrium: point: 

     ̿  ̿  ̿    exists: if: and: only: if: there: is: a 

positive: solution: to: the: following: set: of: 

equations:   

                      
   

    
 = 0         

                                    
  
     

    
                                                      

From: equation:        and:        we: have, 

   y = 
                

         
                                               

By: substituting:         in        we: get  , 

         
 

  
                  

            
               

              
  )                                       

 Now, put: equation:          and        in       we: get,   

   
     

                                          
where: 

                   ,   
   
                                            
                                

     
  ]  

                      ]                          
,  

                                       

                     ] +                           
                                                           
                               ], 

                                   
                                           . 
Note: that: by: using: Descartes: rule: of: sign: 

equation         has: a unique: positive: root, namely:  ̿  

provided: that: one: of: the: following: conditions: hold: 

        ,       ,          
        ,        ,                                    (2.5g)  

        ,        ,          
        ,        ,           
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  Substituting: the: value: of   ̿   in        and        
yield: that:     ̿    ̿and    ̿   ̿   

 which: are: positive: if: the: following: conditions: hold:  
                ̿  ̿

              ̿        ̿
       ̿                 ( 2.5h)   

 

            ̿        ̿                                                    
 Therefore, the: infected: predator: free: equilibrium: 

point       ̿   ̿    ̿     of: system: (2.2) exists:    

uniquely: in: the:       
  of             under: 

conditions: (2.5g)-(2.5i) 

6) The: infected: prey: free: equilibrium: point     
  ̃    ̃  ̃  exists: if: and: only: if: there: is: a positive: 

solution: to: the: following: set: of: equations: 

             
   

    
  =                        

      

    
                                

                                                   
From: equation:         we: have, 

 ̃    
         

     
                                                  

Now, by: substituting: equation:        in: equation: 

       we: get: 

                 
                                      

 where: 

          , 
                             . 
                                          

                                             
Note: that: by: using: Descartes: rule: of: sign: 

equation:        has: a unique: positive: root:  

namely    ̃  if         .  

Now:       , if: in: addition: to: the: condition:           
the: following: condition: holds: 

                                                  
 Substituting:   ̃ and:  ̃ in        yield: that: 

    ̃    ̃    
     ̃

          ̃ 
      ̃    

 which: is: positive: if   the: following: condition: holds : 

     
     ̃

         ̃ 
 .                                                          

 

7) The: positive: (coexistence:) equilibrium: point: 

       
                 exists: if: and: only: if: there: 

is: a positive: solution: to: the: following: set: of: 

equations: 

                    
    

    
            

                                                                                                        
       
       

    
                           

                                                                                         
                                                                                                       
From: equation:         we: have, 

  
 

   
(              )                               

Also, from: equation:         we: have, 

   
      

    
          

 

          
                       

Now, by: substituting: equation:         in         yield: 

the: following: equation: 

     (
     

    
         ) 

               

                   
                       

Then: by: substituting: equation:         in        and 

(    ) in        yield: the: following: two: isoclines: 

                              

                  
  (                )

         
=0                                  

  

                               –
  

    
(     

               )    (
    

    
          ) 

                 (
                   

                
) =0.                              

 

Now: from: equation:        we: notice: that, when: 

     then     , where:    represents: a positive: root: 

of: the: following: second: order: polynomial: equation: 

    
                                                      

where: 

        
                            
                                                . 
Straightforward: computation: shows: that: 

equation          has: a unique: positive: root: namely: 

   if               
 Therefore,        has: unique: positive: root:  if: the: 

following: condition  holds: 

                                               
                                                                                         
Further, from: equation:        we: notice: that, when 

     then         
      Now, from: equation:        we: have:  
  

  
  (

   

  
)   (

   

  
)   So, 

  

  
   0 if: one: of: the: 

following: of: conditions: hold:  

(
   

  
)    (

   

  
)         (

   

  
)    (

   

  
)                 

                                                                                      
Further, from:        we: notice: that:  

 
  

  
  (

   

  
)   (

   

  
)   So, 

  

  
  0 if: one: set: of: the: 

following: sets: of: conditions: hold: 

(
   

  
)    (

   

  
)          (

   

  
)    (

   

  
)                  

                                                                                      
Then: the: two: isoclines:        and        intersect: at: a 

unique: positive: point:             if: we: substituting: the: 

value: of:    and:     in        and        yield: that: 

           and:                which: are: positive: if: 

and: only: if: the: following: conditions: hold: 
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 )                                                       

These: are: present: the: conditions: of: existence: of     
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3 Local: stability: analysis. 

           In: this: section, we: analyzed: the: local: stability: 

of: the: model: (2.2) around: each: equilibrium: point: and: 

discussed: through: computing: the: Jacobian: matrix: 

                 and: their: eigenvalues.  The: Jacobian: 

matrix               of: the: system: (2.2) at: each: of: 

them: can: be: written: 
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      where:     ; 1,2,3,4 are given in system (2.2) and, 
   
  

                       
   

    
 

 
    

       
 
   
   
  
         

   
  

  
   

    
   

  
   
  

    
   
  

          

   
  

                          

 
   
  

         
   
  

         

   
  

 
      

      
 
     
   
  

         

 
   
  

 
    

    
                  

   
  

               
   
  

      
   
  

          

 
   
  

         

   

  
                         

 

3. 1  Stability: of: equilibrium: point:  

             
At:    the: Jacobian: matrix: becomes:  

 

  =       [   ]                                     

       
                             
                                   
                             
                              
Then: the: characteristic: equation: of:        is: given: by: 

                                    
                         

The: eigenvalues: are:                      

                       and  

                 
Thus, the: equilibrium: point:      , is: locally: 

asymptotically: stable: in: the.   
   provided: that, 

  +     .               (3.1b)                    

Otherwise,     is: unstable. 

 

3.2   Stability: of: equilibrium: point:  

     ̂        
At:    the: Jacobian: matrix: becomes:  

  =       [   ]                                         

where, 

      ̂             ̂       
    ̂

    ̂
   

                     ̂               

                        
    ̂

    ̂
      

                          
                
Then: the: characteristic: equation: of:        is: given: by: 

          ]  ( 
    ̂

    ̂
        ) 

                             
 

where:             ̂                    
          

                       ̂       ̂      
So, either  

          ]                                       
which: gives: two: eigenvalues: of        with: negative: 

real: part: provided: that: 

                                        
                                                                     
 ̂                                                                       
Or 

 (  
    ̂

    ̂
        ) (      +        ) = 0,             

                                                                               
which: gives: the: other: two: eigenvalues: of:        by :   

       
    ̂

    ̂
      

                                                                                                   
    ̂

    ̂
                                                                    

                     
So, the: equilibrium: point:      is local: asymptotically: 

stable: in the    
   . However, it: is: unstable: otherwise. 

 

3.3 Stability: of: equilibrium: point:  

     ̅  ̅      
At     the: Jacobain: matrix: becomes:  

   =        [   ]             

where, 

      ̂             ̅       
    ̅

    ̅
  

             ̅              
 ̅

 ̅
    

        ̅                   

    
     ̅

    ̅
     ̅       

                          
          ̅                
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 Then: the: characteristic: equation: of        is: given: by: 

             ]       ̅                    

      (  
     ̅

    ̅
     ̅        ) = 0, 

where: 

     (   
  

 ̅
 )  ̅   and,  

      ̅ [   
 ̅

 ̅
           ̅     ]  

So, either 

             ]       
which: gives: two: eigenvalues of:        with: negative: 

real  part. 

Or     

       ̅                   (  
     ̅

    ̅
     ̅     

   )                          

which: gives: the: other: two :eigenvalues: of:        by:  

  

           ̅                  , provided: that  

                ̅                                         
 

         
     ̅

    ̅
     ̅          , provided: that:   

 (
     ̅

    ̅
     ̅)                                             

Then:    is: locally: asymptotically: stable: in: the   
    

However, it: is: unstable: otherwise.  

 

3.4 Stability: of: equilibrium: point:   

     ̇    ̇    
At:    the: Jacobian: matrix: becomes:  

      [   ]    ,                                             

where: 

     ̇ (   
   ̇

     ̇ 
 
)              ̇  

      
   ̇

    ̇
                

        ̇     ̇                       

           
      ̇

     ̇ 
 
         ̇    

                   ̇                  
                ̇               
Then: the: characteristic: equation: of:        is: given: by: 

         
          ]                         

                                                                               
where: 

               
                           
                          

  
So, either 

                                                     
           , provided that   

    ̇                                                   
Or 

        
          ]                                    

Using: Routh: Hurwitz: criterion: implies: 

equation           has: roots: with: negative: real: part:if: 

and: only: if:              and 

           . 

Now       , provided: that: 

1> 
   ̇

     ̇ 
                                                                 

   ̇     ̇                        
                                                                                   
   > 0 due: to: condition:          
 Further, it: is: easy: to: check: that: 

                                   

                                                             
Now, the: first:  terms: is: positive: by: conditions: 

      and          while: the: second: term: is  

positive: if: in: addition: to         , the: following: 

condition: holds:  

    

   ̇      (    ̇                 ̇   

                   ̇   
   ̇

    ̇
)                                               

So, all: the: eigenvalues: of        have: negative: real: 

part: under: the: above: given: conditions: and: hence:     

is: locally: asymptotically: stable. However, it: is: unstable: 

otherwise. 

 

3.5 Stability: of: equilibrium: point:   

     ̿  ̿  ̿     
At:    the: Jacobian: matrix: becomes:  

      [   ]    ,                                                  

where: 

      ̿  
   ̿ ̿

     ̿ 
  
              ̿  

     
   ̿

    ̿
               ̿      

         
 ̿

 ̿
         ̿          ̿   

    
       ̿

     ̿ 
 
            ̿         

            ̿                      
        ̿      ̿              
Then: the: characteristic: equation: of:        is: given: by: 

         
         ]                     

where:  

              . 
                               . 

                                              
 So, either 

                                                                   
            , provided that  

    ̿      ̿                                               
or 

       
                                                    

Using: Routh: Hurwitz: criterion: implies: equation: (3.5d) 

has: roots: with: negative: real: part 

if: and: only: if:                and 

           .  
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 Now       , provided: that: 

  
   ̿ ̿

     ̿ 
  
   ,                                                            

 while          under: condition:         .Further, it: is: 

easy: to: check: that: 

                           
                                                  
Now, the: first: and: second: terms: are: positive: by: 

condition:          while: the: third: term: is: positive: if: 

the: following: condition   holds: 

 ( 
   ̿   

    ̿ 
 
      

   
)                                                      

So, all: the: eigenvalues: of:        have: negative: real: 

part: under: the: given: conditions: and: hence: 

    is: locally: asymptotically: stable. However, it: is: 

unstable: otherwise. 

 

 

3.6 Stability: of: equilibrium: point:   

     ̃    ̃  ̃  
At:    the: Jacobian: matrix: becomes:  

      [   ]                                                       

where: 

      ̃  
   ̃ ̃

     ̃ 
  
              ̃  

     
   ̃

    ̃
                   

       ̃     ̃     ̃               

                   
       ̃

     ̃ 
  

      

        ̃           
 ̃

 ̃
   

             ̃           
         ̃             ̃              
Then: the: characteristic: equation: of:        is: given: by: 

[      ̃ 
     ̃ 

    ̃    ̃ ]                                 

       
where:    

  ̃                ,  

  ̃                       
                                 
  ̃                                      
                                  
  ̃=                                 ]  
Now: by: using: Routh: Hurwitz: criterion: all: the: 

eigenvalues, which: represent: the: roots: 

 of: eq.         have: negative: real: parts: if: and: only: if:  

  ̃        ̃        ̃    and:           

         ̃  ̃    ̃   ̃    ̃
 
  ̃     . 

Now    ̃    , provided: that: the: following: conditions: 

hold:  

1 > 
     ̃   

      ̃   
  

                                                            

    ̃     ̃     ̃                          
And,          if: in: addition: to: conditions:        and 

         the: following: condition:  

       : 
       <     ̃                                                         

             if: in: addition: to:conditions:         
         the: following: condition:       
    

    ̃
                 

   ̃

     ̃ 
      ̃  

              ̃              ̃        
   Further, it: is: easy: to: check: that: 

                where   
                                 

   
[                                    
                 ]                        
                  {                          
                          }]  
                  

     

                                      ] 
                                          
                                          

    
                ]                           

                   ]  
Hence:      if: in: addition: to: conditions: (3.6b)-(3.6d) 

, the: following: conditions: hold: 

           ̃       ̃   ̃ (  
   ̃

     ̃ 
 )     ̃         ̃  

            ̃     
  ̃ 

 ̃ 
        (3.6f) 

                                                       (3.6g) 

  

So, all: the: eigenvalues: of:        have: negative: real: 

part: under: the: given: conditions: and:    

  hence:    is: locally: asymptotically: stable. However, it: 

is: unstable: otherwise. 

3.7 Stability: of: equilibrium point  
       

                
At:    the: Jacobian: matrix: becomes: 

      [   ]      ,                                                  

where: 

      
  

   
   

     
    

              
   

     
   

 

    
 
                  

   

        
  

  
         

           
    

    
       

 

     
   
          

            
  

  
   

             
                   

   
        

           
Then: the: characteristic: equation: of:        is: given: by: 

     
       

       
     

    ,                   
where: 

  
                  
  
                                       
  
                            

                  
    
     

                       

  
                                  .            

And, 

        ,           ,        ,            , 
        ,         ,  

              ,            ,                 
       ,               

    =                      ,    
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     =               ,  
    =                     . 

   =  (             +               . 
   Now: by: using: Routh: Hurwitz: criterion: all: the: 

eigenvalues, which: represent: the: roots: of eq.         
have: negative: real: parts: if: and: only: if:    

      
  
        

    and 

       
   

    
    

    
    

         
Clearly    

    , provided that:   
   

 

     
    

 <1                                                           

        
     the: first:  term: is: positive: if: in: addition: 

to: conditions:       , the: following:  conditions:  hold :  

(        
 ),                                                            

 

       
      (        

                                 
 The: second to: fourth: terms        

  are: positive: under: 

condition                    , while: the: 

 fifth:term:      
  is: positive: if: the: following: condition: 

holds : 

             
  

 
   

 

  
( 

   
 

     
   
)                                             

 

while: the: last: two: terms: of    
  are: positive: if: in: 

addition: to: condition         the following:  condition: 

holds :  

  
    

   
 
       

            
   

      
   

 
  

   
                                                                               

 Now    
    , if: in: addition: to: conditions: 

                     the: following: condition: holds: 

           
         

            
  
 
         

       
  

        
   

 
     

                    
          ]     

   
                                                                       

 

Further, it: is: easy: to: check: that  :   

           where :  

 

                                

              {                  
                         }         
   {                   }]                 
                           ]  , 
                                  
                             
                                
                          {   

              }]            
            

                            ]  
  
      

                             ]  
                                      
    ]                    ]          , 

 

and, hence:      if: in: addition:to: conditions: (3.7a)-

(3.7g) the: following: condition: holds: 

                                                            (3.7h) 

So, all: the: eigenvalues: of:       have: negative: real: 

part: under: the: given: conditions: 

 and: hence:    is: locally: asymptotically: stable. 

However, it: is: unstable: otherwise. 

 

4 Global: stability: analysis: 

         In: this: section: the: global: stability: analysis: for: 

the: equilibrium: points, which: are: locally: 

asymptotically: stable: of: system          is: studied: 

analytically: by: use: the: suitable: of Lyapunov: functions: 

as: shown: in: the: following: theorems. 

Theorem (4.1):  

Assume: that: the: vanishing: equilibrium: point:     
              of: system:         is: locally: asymptotically: 

stable: in: the:   
 .Then:     is: globally: asymptotically: 

stable: provided: that: the: following: condition: holds: 

     .                                                                  
Proof: Consider: the: following: function:  

                     
It: is: easy: to: see: that                 

    
    , 

and           , and                  
              . Now: by: differentiating:    with: 

respect: to: time:   and: going: some: algebraic: handling, 

given: that: 
   
  

              
                

             
  

    
                       

                     
Now, according: to: the: biological: facts: mentioned: in: 

theorem:       , always               <    and       
      we: obtain: that: 
   

  
                                 

Thus, 
   

  
  is: negative: definite: and: hence:     is: 

Lyapunov: function: under: the: condition            and: 

the: proof: is: complete    

Theorem (4.2): 

 Assume: that: the: disease – predator: free: equilibrium: 

point:        ̂            of: system:         is: locally: 

asymptotically: stable: in: the:   
 .Then:     is: globally: 

asymptotically: stable: on: the: sub: region:      
  

provided: that: the: following: conditions: hold: 

   ̂    ̂   ,                                                              
where: 

   ̂         ̂ 
                

     
 

   ̂                 
  

   
   ]  ̂          

Proof: Consider: the: following: function:  

            (    ̂   ̂   
 

 ̂ 
 )         

It: is: easy: to: see: that                
    

    , 
and          , and                 
              . Now: by: differentiating:    with: 

respect: to: time:   and: going: some: algebraic: handling, 

given: that: 
   
  

        ̂              ̂  
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   ̂  

    
   

 

Now, according: to: the: biological: facts: mentioned: in: 

theorem:         always:,               <    and       
      we: obtain: that:  
   

  
          ̂                          

  

   
 

 )]  ̂         

Then,  
   

  
     ̂    ̂       

Thus: 
   

  
 0 under: the: condition          hence:    is: a 

globally: asymptotically: stable: on: the: sub region: 

     
  and: then: the: proof: is: complete    

                    

Theorem (4.3): 

 Assume: that: the: predator: free: equilibrium: point:  

     ̅   ̅         of: system:         is: locally: 

asymptotically: stable: in: the:   
 .Then:     is: globally: 

asymptotically: stable: on: the: sub: region      
   

provided: that: the: following: conditions: hold: 

 

(
  
 ̅
  )   √

   

  ̅
                                       

 ̅   ̅                                                       
         

 ̅  = [     ̅  √
   

  ̅
    ̅ ]

 

             

 ̅  =  
   ̅   

    
  ̅        )         

Proof: Consider: the: following: function:  

            (    ̅   ̅  
 

 ̅ 
 )  (   ̅      ̅  

 

 ̅
 )  

     

 It: is: easy: to: see: that: 

              
    

     and           , and 

                              . Now: by: 

differentiating:    with: respect: to: time:   and: going: 

some: algebraic: handling, given: that: 
     

  
       ̅   (

  

 ̅
  )     ̅      ̅   – 

   

  ̅
    

  ̅   –           
    

    
  + 

     ̅ 

    
              

            ̅                          
Now, according: to: condition: (4.3a) and: the: biological: 

facts: mentioned: in: theorem:        , always          
    <     and             we: obtain: that:         

  
   

  
 < [     ̅  √

   

  ̅
    ̅ ]

 

          + 
   ̅   

    
 

   ̅         =   ̅   ̅   

Thus: 
   

  
 < 0 under: the: condition           Hence:    is: a 

globally: asymptotically: stable: on: the: 

 sub region       
   and: then: the: proof: is: complete    

Theorem (4.4): 

 Assume: that: the: disease: free: equilibrium: point:  

      ̇    ̇    of: system:         is: locally: 

asymptotically: stable: in:   
 .Then:     is globally: 

asymptotically: stable: on: the: sub: region:      
    

provided: that: the: following: conditions: hold: 

    
     

           ̇ 
                                         

      ̇    ̇                                                    
where:  

   ̇  [     ̇        ̇ ]
 
           

 

  ̇          ̇  
  

  
  ̇   ̇            ̇  

             ̇     
Proof: Consider the following function    

            (    ̇   ̇   
 

 ̇
 )    

                         (   ̇   ̇  
 

 ̇
 )    

It: is: easy: to see: that:                
    

    ,and 

         , and:                              . 

Now:: by: differentiating:    with: respect: to: time   and: 

 doing: some: algebraic: handling, given: that: 
   

  
    *    ̇   

     

           ̇ 
    ̇     ̇  

               ̇  +            ̇  
    

    
 
   ̇ 

    ̇
 

            
     ̇

    ̇
 
   ̇ ̇

    ̇
                        

                 ̇ (        
 

 
)         

    ̇      ̇ 
   

Now, according: to: condition: (4.4a) and: the: biological: 

facts: mentioned: in: theorem:                 <      

and            we obtain that: 
   

  
  <      ̇      ̇ ]            ̇  

         
  

   
  ̇   ̇            ̇       ̇ 

   

             =   ̇   ̇    

Thus, 
   

  
    under: the: condition            and: hence: 

   is: a globally: asymptotically: stable: on: 

 the: sub region      
  and: then: the: proof: is: 

complete      
      
Theorem (4.5): 

 Assume: that: the: infected: prey: free: equilibrium: point: 

     ̿   ̿  ̿      of: system:         is: locally: 

asymptotically: stable. Then:     is: globally: 

asymptotically: stable: in: the: sub: region      
   

provided: that: the: following: condition: holds: 

 

 ̿   ̿                                                  
         

 ̿     *     ̿  
 

 
    ̿ +

 

            

 ̿    
 

 
    ̿         ̿   ̿       ̿       ̿   

(
      

  
)   ̿    ̿        

Proof: Consider: the: following: function:   

            (    ̿   ̿   
 

 ̿
 )        ̿  

                              ̿  
 

 ̿
         ̿   ̿  

 

 ̿
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  It: is: easy: to: see: that:                 
    

    , 
              ,and                            
   . Now: by: differentiating:    with: respect: to: time:   
and: going: some: algebraic: handling, given: that: 

 
   

  
       ̿       ̿   

 

 
    ̿               

   

       
           

 ̿ ̿

    ̿
                       

                
       ̿

       
   

       ̿ 

      ̿ 
 

      ̿

         
 

      ̿

       ̿  
 

     ̿   ̿             ̿ ̿        ̿  

  (
  ̿

 
 
 ̿ 

 ̿
)       ̿        ̿   ̿       ̿  

   
 ̿ 

 
       

 

 
    ̿        ̿      

Now, according: to: the: biological: facts: mentioned: in: 

theorem:                       <       

  and             we: obtain: that: 

 
   

  
     *     ̿  

 

 
    ̿ +

 

         
 

 
   

 ̿         ̿   ̿       ̿       ̿   (
      

  
)   ̿  

  ̿    

                   ̿   ̿   

  Thus, 
   

  
 < 0 under: the: conditions: 

                                                 and .  
Hence:    is a globally: asymptotically: stable: on: the: 

sub: region:      
  and: then: the: proof: is: complete     

  Theorem (4.6) : 

 Assume: that: the: positive: equilibrium: point:    
  ̃      ̃   ̃  of: system:         is: locally: asymptotically: 

stable. Then:      is: globally: asymptotically: 

stable                            
   provided: that: the: 

following: condition: holds:  

    
   

 
  √

    

  ̃
                                                 

     ̃    ̃                                           (4.6b)                                                          

   where:  

  ̃   [√
    

  ̃
    ̃      ̃ ]

 

       ̃   

                          

   ̃  =        ̃  
        

  
   ̃   ̃       

             ̃   . 

Proof: Consider: the: following: function:  

            (    ̃   ̃   
 

 ̃
 )           ̃  

                                ̃    
 

 ̃
 )      ̃   ̃  

 

 ̃
   

  It: is: easy: to: see: that:                
    

     , and  

         , and                               

Now: by: differentiating:    with: respect: to time:   and: 

going: some: algebraic: handling, given: that: 

 
   

  
        ̃              ̃            

         
   

        
       

 ̃  

        
   

   ̃

     ̃   
        

 ̃  

        
         

         
   ̃

     ̃   
                              

    –          
  ̃  ̃

     ̃   
       ̃      ̃  

    

  ̃
    ̃    

         
   

 
     ̃     ̃      ̃       ̃     

Now, according: to: condition: (4.6a) and: the: biological: 

facts: mentioned: in: theorem:                          
    <     and            we: obtain: that:  

 
   

  
    [√

    

  ̃
    ̃      ̃ ]

  

      ̃   

                                    ̃  

              
        

  
   ̃   ̃           ̃ 

  

            ̃    ̃       
  

Then   
   

  
< 0 under: the condition:(4.6b)  with: the: 

biological: fact              , and: Hence:    is: a 

globally: asymptotically: stable: on: the: sub region 

:       
  and: then: the: proof: is: complete         

Theorem (4.7): 

 Assume: that: the: positive: equilibrium: point:    
                 of: system:         is: locally: 

asymptotically: stable. Then:     is: globally: 

asymptotically: stable: on: the: sub: region       
  

provided: that: the: following: conditions: hold: 

  
  

  
    √

   

   
                                        

   

  
  √

    

   
                                      (4.7b) 

  
    

                                                (4.7c) 

  where:  

  
      [        √

   

   
      ]

 

   [ √
    

   
   

                ]
 

   

  
 = 

 

  
(          

     
  )               

  

               
                    

Proof: Consider: the: following: function:  

            (    
       

 

  
 )         

                                    
 

  
                  

 

   
) 

                                         
 

  
    

 It: is: easy: to: see: that:                
    

     , and  

         , and                                

Now: by: differentiating:    with: respect: to: time:   and: 

 doing: some: algebraic handling,  given: that: 

  
   

  
           (

  

  
  )              

         
   

   
                    

   

       
       

                            
                  

        
      

 

      
  

  
     

 

      
   

   
   

     
  

  

                     
                 

   

                        
     

 

    
 
    

   
        

         +
   

  
                    . 
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 Now, according: to: conditions: (4.7a),(4.7b) and: the: 

biological: facts: mentioned: in: theorem:        
               <      and            we: obtain: that:    

   

  
    [        √

   

   
      ]

 

  [ √
    

   
   

          ]
 

   
 

  
(          

     
  )  

             
                 

          
             
              

     
    

Then   
   

  
< 0 under: the: condition(4.7a)and: the: 

biological: acts                 <       and .  Hence:    is: 

a globally: asymptotically: stable: on: the: sub: 

region       
  and: then: the: proof: is: complete      

  
5 Numerical: simulation: 

      In: this: section, we: confirmed: our: obtained: results: 

in: the: previous: sections: numerically: by using:  Runge: 

Kutta: method: along: with: predictor: corrector: method. 

Note: that, we: use: turbo: C++ in: programming: and: 

matlab: in: plotting: and: then: discuss: our: obtained: 

results. The: system: (2.2) is: studied: numerically: for: 

one: set: of: parameters: and: different:  initial: points. The: 

objectives: of: this: study: are: first: investigate: the: effect: 

of: varying: the: value: of: each: parameter: on: the: 

dynamical: behavior: of: system: (2.2) and: second: 

confirm: our: obtained: analytical: results. It: is: observed: 

that, for: the: following: set: of: hypothetical: parameters: 

that: satisfies: stability: conditions: of: the: positive: 

equilibrium: point  system: (2.2)  has: globally: 

asymptotically: stable: positive:  equilibrium: point: as 

shown: in: Fig.(5.1) . 

 

                                                             

                                                                                                       

 

    

         

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.(5.1) Time: series: of: the: solution: of: system: (2.2) that: started: from: four: different: initial:points                         
                                       and                    for the data given in (5.1).     trajectories: of     as: a function: of: 

time,     trajectories: of:   as: a function: of: time,     trajectories: of:    as: a function: of: time,     trajectories:    as: a function: 

of: time. 

 

Clearly, Fig.(5.1)shows: that: system: (2.2)  has: a globally: 

asymptotically: stable: as: the: solution: of system: (2.2)  

approaches: asymptotically: to: the: positive: equilibrium: 

point:                                  starting from four   

different initial points . 

         Now, in: order: to: discuss: importance: of: the: 

parameters: values: of: system: (2.2) on: the: dynamical: 

behavior: of: the: system, the: system: is: solved: 

numerically: for: the: data: given: in: eq.(5.1) with: varying: 
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one: or: more: than: one: parameter: at: each: time: and: the: 

obtained: results: 

 are: given: below. 

 The: effect: of: varying: the: infection: rate:    in: the: range: 

         and: keeping: the: rest: of parameters: as: data: 

given: in  (5.1) it: is: observed: that: the: solution: of: system: 

(2.2) approaches: asymptotically: to: positive: equilibrium: 

point   , as: shown: in Fig.(5.2), for: typical: value:   = 0.7 

. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.(5.2) :Time: series:  of: the: solution: of: system: (2.2) for: the: data: given: in: eq.(5.1) with   =0.7 , which: approaches: to 

  =(0.335,0.084,0.037,0.364) in: the: interior: of R+
4  

. 

       
Now, varying: the: external: source:  rate: of: prey: u2  and: 

keeping: the: rest: of: parameters: values: as: data: given: in 

(5.1), it: is: observed: that: for  0.1≤      <0.651  the: solution: 

of (2.2)  approaches: to the: positive: equilibrium: point: E6 , 

as: shown: in: Fig.(5.3) (a) , for: typical: value    = 0.4, 

while: increasing:  this:  parameter: for: 0.651≤   <2 ,it is 

observed: that: system: (2.2) approach: asymptotically: to: 

equilibrium: point: E0=(0,0,0,0), as shown in Fig (5.3) (b) 

,for: typical: value:      =0.9 . 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

Fig. (5.3) (a): Time: series: of: the: solution: of: system: (2.2) for: the: data: given: by: eq. (5.1)  with:    =0.4 ,  

which: approaches: to: E6=(0.167,0.070,0.376,0.226) in: the: interior: of:  
 ,  and (b) time: series: of: solution: of: 

system: (2.2) for: the: data: given: by: (5.1) with:   =0.9 , which: approaches: to E0=(0,0,0,0) in the: interior: of: 

R+
4 
.  

       Now, varying:  the: parameter:     which: represent: 

the: death: rate: of: susceptible: prey , and keeping: the: 

rest: of: parameters: values: as: data: given: in: eq.(5.1), it: 

is: observed:  that: for 0.1≤    < 0.8 , the: solution: of: 

system: (2.2) still: approaches: asymptotically: to: a 

positive: equilibrium: point: E6,  as: shown: in Fig.(5.4) (a)  

, for typical value 

    = 0.6,while increasing  this parameter for 0.8≤    <1 , 

the: solution: of: system: (2.2) approaches: to   E0 , as: 

shown: in Fig.(5.4) (b) ,for: typical: value:    =0.85. 
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Fig (5.4) (a):Time: series: of: the: solution: of: system: (2.2) for: the: data: given: by: eq.(5.1)  with:     =0.6 ,  which: approaches: to 

E6=(0.137,0.021,0.039,0.174),  and (b) time: series: of: solution: of: system: (2.2) for: the: data: given: by: eq.(5.1) with:   =0.85, 

which: approaches: to E0=(0,0,0,0). 

 

Moreover ,  if: we: change: the: two: parameters:    and:    

in: the: same: time: and: keeping: the: rest: of: parameters: 

values: as: data: in eq.(5.1) ,it: is: observed: that:  for   

0.001≤   <0.1,and  0.813≤   <1  the: solution: of: system: 

(2.2) approaches: to: the: infected: prey: free: equilibrium: 

point:  E5, as: shown in Fig(5.5),  for: typical: values:  

  =0.002  and    =0.814  

. 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. (5. 5) Time: series: of: the: solution: of: system: (2.2) for: the: data: given: by: eq.(5.1) , with:    =0.002 and 

  =0.814 , which: approaches: to: E5=(0.157,0,0.039,0.185). 

 

 

       

Now, varying: the: parameter: u4 which: represent: the: 

predation: rate: of: susceptible: prey , and: keeping: the: rest: 

of: parameters: values: as: data: given: in: eq.(5.1), it: is: 

observed: that:  for: 

  0.2 ≤   < 2  the: solution: of:  system: (2.2) still: 

approaches: to: a positive: equilibrium: point: E6. 

     The: effect: of: varying:  the: half:  saturation: rate: of: 

susceptible: predator:    , and: keeping: the: rest: of:  

parameters: values: as: data: given: in: eq.(5.1), it: is: 

observed: that: for  0.1 ≤   <1.5  the: solution: of:  system: 

(2.2)  approaches: to: a positive: equilibrium: point: E6. 

      The: varying: the: parameter:    which: represent: the: 

predation: rate: susceptible: predator of: infected: prey , and: 

keeping: the: rest: of: parameters: values: as: data: given: in: 

eq.(5.1), it: is: observed: that: for  0.1 ≤    < 2  the: solution: 

of: system (2.2) still: approaches: to: a positive: equilibrium: 

point: E6 . 

    Now:  the: varying: of: the: parameter:    which: 

represent: the: predation: rate: of: infected: predator:  on: 

infected: prey , and: keeping: the: rest:  of: parameters: 

values: as: data: given: in: eq.(5.1), it: is: observed: that:  for  

0.01 ≤   < 2  the: solution: of: system (2.2) still: approaches: 

to: a positive: equilibrium: point: E6. 

    Moreover:  the: varying: of: the: parameter:    which: 

represent: the: death: rate: of: the: infected: prey: due: to: the: 

disease , and: keeping: the: rest:  of: parameters: values: as: 

data: given: in: eq.(5.1), it: is: observed: that: for:  0.01 

≤   <1  the: solution: of:  system: (2.2) still: approaches: to: a 

positive: equilibrium: point: E6 .    

Now: the: varying: of: the: parameter:     which: represent: 

the:  harvesting:  rate: of:  infected:  prey , and: keeping: the 

rest: of: parameters: values: as: data: given: in: eq.(5.1), it: 

is:: observed: that:  for:  0.1 ≤   <1  the: solution: of:  system: 

(2.2)   approaches: to: a positive: equilibrium: point: E6. The: 

varying: of: the: parameter:     which: represent: the: 

conversion: of: food: rate: from: susceptible: prey: to: 

susceptible: predator , and: keeping: the rest: of: parameters: 

values: as: data: given: in: eq.(5.1), it: is: observed: that: for  

0.1≤    <0.4 the: solution: of: system: (2.2) still: approaches: 

to: a positive: equilibrium: point: E6 .   Moreover: the: 
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varying: the: parameter:    which: represent: the: conversion: 

of: food: rate: from: infected: prey: to: infected: predator , 

and: keeping: the: rest: of: parameters: values: as: data: given: 

in eq.(5.1), it: is: observed: that: for  0.1≤    <0.6 the: 

solution: of: system: (2.2) still: approaches: to: a positive: 

equilibrium: point: E6. 

      An: investigation: to: the: effect: of:  varying: the: 

parameter:     which: represent: the: infection: rate: of: 

predator , and: keeping: the: rest: of: parameters: values: as: 

data: given: in: eq.(5.1), it: is observed: that : for:  

0.01≤    <1.5 the: solution: of: system (2.2)  approaches: to: 

a positive: equilibrium: point: E6 . However: the: change: of: 

the: parameters:     ,    and:      at: the: same: time ,and: 

keeping: the: rest: of:      

      parameters: values as: data: given: in: eq.(5.1), it: is: 

observed: that: for:  0<   ≤0.002 ,0.79≤    <1 , and 0<      

≤0.01 the: solution: of:  system: (2.2) approaches: to: disease: 

free: equilibrium: point: E3. , as: shown: in: Fig (5.6), for: 

typical: value      =0.001 ,   =0.8 , and       =0.01.  

   

       

    Fig (5.6) : Time: series: of: the: solution :of: system: (2.2) for: the: data: given: by: eq.(5.1)  with    =0.001 ,   =0.8 

and     =0.01  which: approaches: to E3=(0.020,0 ,0.196,0 ) 
 

   An: investigation: to: the: effect: of: varying: the: 

parameter:     which represent: the:  death: rate: of: predator: 

in: the: absence: of: prey , and: keeping: the: rest: of: 

parameters: values: as: data: given: in eq.(5.1), it: is: 

observed: that: for  0.01≤    < 0.09 the: solution: of: system 

(2.2)  approaches: to: a positive: equilibrium: point: E6, while: 

increasing: this: parameter: further: 0.09≤    <0.11 cause: 

extinction: in: the: infected: predator: and: the: system: will: 

approach: to: the: infected: predator: free: equilibrium: point: 

E5 , as: shown: in: Fig.(5.7) (a) , for: typical: value:    =0.1 , 

while: increasing: this: parameter: further: 0.11≤    <1 

cause: extinction: in: the: predator: and: the: system: will: 

approach: to the: predator: free: equilibrium: point: E2 , as: 

shown: in: Fig.(5.7) (b), for: typical: value:    =0.6.   

    Moreover: change: the: parameters:     ,    and     at: the: 

same: time, and: keeping: the: rest:  of parameters: values: as: 

data: given: in eq.(5.1), it: is: observed: that: for  0<    ≤ 

0.008 ,  0.079≤    <1 , and 0<     ≤0.09  the: solution: of: 

system (2.2) still: approaches: to: an: equilibrium: point E1. , 

as: shown: in Fig.(5.7) (c), for: typical: values:     =0.08 , 

  =0.007  and    = 0.792.  
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Fig. (5.7) (a): Time: series: of: the: solution: of: system: (2.2) for: the: data: given: by: eq.(5.1)  with:    =0.1 ,  which: 

approaches: to: E5=(0.307,0.065,0.167,0),  and: (b) time: series: of: solution: of: system: (2.2) for: the: data: given: by: 

eq.(5.1) with    =0.6, which: approaches: to: E2=(0.365,0.089,0,0). and (c) time: series: of: solution: of: system: (2.2) 

for: the: data: given: by: eq.(5.1) with    =0.007 ,   = 0.792 and     =0.08 which: approaches: to: E1=(0.207,0,0,0). 

Now, varying: the: recovery: rate: of: predator:     and: 

keeping: the: rest: of: parameters: values: as: data: given: 

in: eq.(5.1), it: is: observed: that: for  0.002≤     < 0.14 

the: solution: of: (2.2)  approaches: to: the: equilibrium: 

point: E6 , shown: in: Fig.(5.8)(a) for: typical: value: 

   =0.01  as:  while: increasing: this: parameter: further:  

0.14≤    <1.5 the: solution: of: system: (2.2)will: 

approach: to: disease: free: equilibrium: point: E3 , for: 

typical: value:    =0.2  as: shown: in Fig.(5.8)(b).   

Finally , varying: the: parameter:     which: represent: the: 

conversion: rate: of: food: from: infected:     prey: to: 

infected: predator: and: keeping: the: rest: of: parameters: 

values: as: data: given: in: (5.1), it: is: observed: that:  for:  

0.01≤    <0.5 the: solution: of: system (2.2) still: 

approaches: to: a positive: equilibrium: point:E6.  

 

  

   

 

 

 

 

Fig. (5.8) (a): Time: series: of: the: solution: of: system: (2.2) for: the: data: given: by: eq.(5.1) with:    =0.01 ,  which: 

approaches: to E6=(0.0371,0.063,0.064,0.638). Fig.(5.8 ) (b): Time: series: of: the: solution: of: system: (2.2) for: the: 

data: given: by eq.(5.1)  with:    =0.2 ,  which: approaches: to: E3=(0.020,0,0.498,0). 

CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSIONS: 

  In: this: paper, an: eco:- epidemiological: prey: - predator: 

model: is: proposed: for: study. The model:  includes: SI: 

infectious: disease: in: prey: which: is: transmitted: by: 

external: source: and: the: contact: between: the: susceptible: 

and: infected: species: involving: the: harvesting: on: the: 

infected: prey: only, and: SIS: disease: in: predator: species: 

which: is: spread: by: contact: between: susceptible: 

individuals: and: infected: individuals.  The: epidemics: 

cannot: transmitted: between: prey: to: predator: by: 

predation: or: conversely. Two: types: of: functional: 

response: for: describing: the: predation: as: well: as: linear: 

incidence: for: describing: the: transition: are: used; the: 

model: is: proposed: and: analyzed, and: system: (2.2) has: 

been: solved: numerically: for: different: initial: points: and: 

one:  hypothetical:  set: of: parameters: given: by: eq.(5.1) 

and: the: following: observation: are: obtained. 

1-For: the: set: of: hypothetical: parameters: values: given: 

by: eq.(5.1), system: (2.2)  approaches: asymptotically: to: 
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globally: asymptotically: stable: point: 

E6                              
2-For: the: set: of: hypothetical: parameters: values: given: 

eq.(5.1), system: (2.2)  do: not: have: a periodic: dynamics. 

3-Varying: of: the: parameters: 

                              which: represent: the: 

infection: rate,  the predation: rate: on: susceptible: prey, the: 

half:  saturation: rate: of: susceptible: predator: ,the: 

predation: rate: of: susceptible: predator: on: infected:  prey 

,the: predation: rate: of: infected: predator: on: infected:  prey 

, the: death: rate: of: the:  infected: prey: due: to: disease ,the:  

harvesting:  rate: on: infected:  prey , the: conversion: of: 

food: rate: from: susceptible:  prey: to: susceptible: predator , 

the: conversion: of: food: rate:  from: infected:  prey: to: 

susceptible: predator:  and:  the: conversion: rate: of: food: 

from: infected:  prey: to: infected: predator: respectively, at: 

each: time: and: keeping: other: parameters: fixed: as: data: 

given: in eq. (5.1) do: not: have: any: effect: on: the: 

dynamical: behavior: of: system: (2.2) and  the: solution: of:  

system: (2.2) still: approaches: to: a positive: equilibrium: 

point: E6=(x*,y*,z*,w*). 

 4-Varying: the: external: source: rate: parameter: of: prey:: 

    and     which: represent: the: death: rate: of: susceptible: 

prey , in: the: range: for   0.1≤    <0.651   and  0.1≤   <0.8  

and: keeping: other: parameters: fixed: as: data: given: in 

eq.(5.1) the: solution: of  system: (2.2) still: approaches: to: a 

positive: equilibrium: point: E6=(x*,y*,z*,w*). However if 

0.651≤   <2 and 0.8≤   <1, the: solution: of  system: (2.2)  

approaches: to: vanishing: equilibrium: point: E0=(0,0,0,0), 

thus:   =0.651 and   =0.8  are  bifurcation: points.  

5-For: increasing: the: death: rate: of: prey:     and: 

decreases: external: source: rate: of: prey:   , at: the same: 

time: in: the: range:  0.001≤   <0.1, and  0.813≤   <1 , and:  

keeping: other: parameters: fixed: as data: given: in: eq.(5.1) 

the: solution: of:  system: (2.2) still: approaches: to: the: 

infected:  prey:  free: equilibrium: point: E5=  ̃    ̃  ̃   
6-By varying the  infection rate of  predator u12 , and  external 

source  rate of prey u2  and the death rate of prey u3 at the 

same time in   the range  0< u2 ≤ 0.002, 0.79≤ u3<1 , and 0< 

u12≤0.01 and:  keeping: other: parameters: fixed: as: data: 

given: in: eq.(5.1) the: solution: of: system  (2.2) approaches: 

to: disease: free: equilibrium: point: E3=  ̇    ̇   .  
7-The: varying: of: the: parameter:     which: represent: the: 

natural: death: rate: of:  predator, and keeping: the: rest: of: 

parameters: values: as: data: given: in: eq.(5.1), it: is: 

observed: that:  for:  0.01≤    <0.09 the: solution: of: system 

(2.2) approaches: to: a positive: equilibrium: point: 

E6=(x*,y*,z*,w*), while: increasing: this: parameter: further: 

0.09≤    <0.11 cause: extinction: in: the infected: predator: 

and: the: system: will: approach: to: the: infected: predator: 

free: equilibrium: point       ̿  ̿  ̿     while: increasing: 

this: parameter: further: 0.11≤    <1 cause: extinction: in: 

the:  predator: and: the: system: will: approach: to: the:  

predator: free: equilibrium: point:       ̅   ̅         , 

thus     = 0.09 ,    =0.11  are: bifurcation: points.  

8-The: varying: external: source: rate: of prey u2  and  the 

death rate of susceptible prey u3 , and  natural death rate of  

predator      at the same time in   the range   for  0<   ≤ 

0.008 ,0.079≤   <1 , and 0<    ≤ 0.09  the solution of  

system (2.2) approaches to an equilibrium point      E1 

=  ̂             
9-Finally, the: varying: of: the: recover: rate: of: predator:     

and: keeping: the: rest: of: parameters: values: as::data: given: 

in eq.(5.1), it: is: observed: that: for  0.002≤      <0.14 the 

solution of (2.2)  approaches to the equilibrium: point: 

E6=(x*,y*,z*,w*),   while: increasing: this: parameter: further  

0.14≤    <1.5 the: solution: of: system: (2.2) will: approach: 

to  disease: free equilibrium: point:   E3=  ̇    ̇    , thus   

   =0.14 is: bifurcation: point. 
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